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“ the party boat” 

Images from parties and theme-dressed charters 

 



“ the party boat” 
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illuminated decks 

 
During a family vacation, RM Elegant  will be undoubtedly ideal for hosting a party, with a capacity  

for 100 guests while at anchor and 150 guests when berthed.  
The yacht is the perfect setting for a special occasion and thus with good reason  

she has become known as “The Party Boat”.  
 

After all few charters occur without a party on board RM Elegant be this a birthday or some  
other special event!  

RM Elegant  is a cutting edge yacht to offer prestige to any kind of event, popular already  
for the legendary events taken place on board: Birthday’s, anniversaries, charity events, presentations, 

happenings…  
 

Some of the events on board: 
 A birthday party in the bay of Beaulieu for 100 guests – entertainment provided by Brian Adams… 

that  was some evening!    
 2007 Cannes film festival. A charity event in aid of Darfur – Euro 100,000 per ticket to attend –  

in the presence of the charity’s founders George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon  
with all the cast of Oceans 13 in attendance.     

Bruce Willis was with Petra when she launched her ‘Little Red Book’ on board the RM Elegant. 
P. Diddy launched his new fragrance ‘Unforgiveable’ and we had an ‘Unforgettable Evening’ on the  

RM Elegant.  Now that was some party with the likes of Penelope Cruz, Sarah Duchess of York,  
Princess Eugenie, Paris Hilton, Stavros Niarchos, Anne Hathaway, Ivana Trump and more….. 

 …Pirate abductions organised…Friday 13th evenings with performers dressed in grotesque outfits  
mixing with the guests!! All sorts of weird and wonderful things!   

Commercial agreements by tycoons signed on board during corporate charters/events. 

 



black & white theme 

 



purple details 

 



interior details 

 



preparations 
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blue theme 

 



blue theme 

 



seated  dinners 

 



seated  dinners 

 



flowers on decks 

 



Seated dinner 

 



seated themed dinner 

 



presentations 

 



romance on board 

 



priceless moments 

 


